FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
BRISTOL PLACE

Brampton’s Tallest Condominium Towers Rise Above
Brampton, ON - Redefining the city skyline with two record-breaking towers, Bristol Place will
reach new heights as the tallest condominium towers in Brampton. With the first of two towers
recently launched, Bristol Place tops off at 48 storeys situated near Queen Street and Main in the
heart of Downtown Brampton.
Connected to Brampton’s future world-class High-Tech Innovation District, Bristol Place is at the
hub of the city’s innovation and entrepreneurship ecosystem. The Toronto-Brampton-Waterloo
Innovation Corridor will be the 2nd largest tech sector in North America, putting residents at the
centre of an economically booming city. The new hub will feature a central library, flex office
spaces, and the future head office campus of Rogers Telecom.
With transit at the forefront of the city, Bristol Place is the only new condominium that is steps
away from The Brampton GO station with access to all of Downtown Brampton and a 2 minute
walk to the Go Train. Minutes from the 400-series highways and major commuter routes, Bristol
Place is also in close proximity to ZUM Transit and the future Hurontario LRT.
The newest development by Solmar Development Corp, Bristol Place will rise above a multistorey
podium set within a landscaped courtyard. Offering a wide selection of lavish suite designs from
one to three-bedroom layouts, interiors have been designed for maximum efficiency with features
including smart, space-saving layouts, bright and airy living areas, sleek modern kitchens,
impeccable city views, and good size ensuites.
Offered exclusively at Bristol Place, Solmar SmartSuite® will seamlessly connect residents with
their home and community from just about anywhere. Solmar SmartSuite® provides residents with
a world of connectivity features, from instant smart key access and facial recognition to convenient
package delivery updates — all controlled by one easy-to-use app.
With panoramic views of the downtown core, Bristol Place will offer residents a dedicated full
floor of social, fitness and entertainment amenities, most of them located on the podium’s
innovative “green roof”. Featuring a landscaped outdoor amenity space for parties and gatherings,
the two towers will share a professionally landscaped courtyard garden with manicured walkways
for residents to bond with neighbours. With a combination of indoor and outdoor spaces, the
amenities will include a state-of-the-art fitness centre, an elegantly appointed party room,
an indoor lounge, and many more. An Electric Ride Share program has also been implemented

allowing residents immediate access to a variety of electric vehicles from the convenience of their
home via the Kite app.
Brimming with city amenities, Bristol Place is just a short distance from excellent schools, worldclass restaurants and some of the city’s best shopping destinations including the Bramalea City
Centre, Shoppers World, and Brampton Corners. For outdoor enthusiasts, Rosalea Park is just a
short walk away while a number of downtown trails including the Bovaird as well as the
Chinguacousy Trail are just a 5-minute commute.
To register and to learn more about Bristol Place in Brampton, visit Solmar.ca.
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